SEsCPS 2018 - breakout groups
Approach

• 1.5 hour discussions
• 1 hour continuation
• Plenary discussion

• Select topic (emerged from morning)
• Groups of 4 to 6 people
• We will provide guiding questions to steer discussions
• Plan slides for plenary presentation
  – First slide: topic + full names of participants
  – Send slides to organizers before the end of the session!
• Outcome will be important part of workshop report
1. What does it mean for a multi-paradigm model to be good? 6
2. How to define context of models? 4
3. How to relate models of a sCPS supplied by different sources? 0
4. How to organize autonomy and trust in distributed CPS? 5
5. What are the characteristics of good sCPS exemplars? 4
Guiding questions

• What is your topic about?

• Why is important?

• How can smartness help or hinder?

• What are the challenges?

• What are the particular action points for software engineering community? For whom is it action point?